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Abstract
We discuss unprecedented, albeit rudimentary, tools to infer the evolution of a point process where
the available samples are both truncated and non independently drawn. To achieve this goal, we
lay in an intermediate domain between probability models and fuzzy sets, still maintaining probabilistic features of the employed statistics as the reference KPI of the tools. The overall strategy is
to frame the problem within the Algorithmic Inference framework and use a sort of kernel trick to
distort the seeds of the observed variable so as to render them an iid sample of a random variable
in a proper feature space. Numerical results highlight the suitability of the proposed tools.
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1. Introduction
This paper addresses the inference of parameters of a point process trend in the unconventional
way of mapping a statistic on the process to values of functions of the variable t, along which it
evolves. In turn, these values are modeled as a random variable X with a special distribution law.
For instance, in an opportunistic processes, such as ad-hoc network communications, the statistic in
question is the number of inter-contacts between the members of the network, and in a pandemic
it is the prevalence of the infection. As these statistics are incrementally computed at runtime,
partially as a function of the past history of it, we are obliged to stray from the Kolmogorov probabilistic framework. Namely, we can exploit neither the second Kolmogorov axiom of probability,
nor the properties of iid samples (consisting of independent identically distributed random variables). This shifts us into the looser framework of fuzzy sets where X plays the role of a trend of
the process. Normally we try to avoid this downgrading by focusing on sub-frames where we have
full control on the model and then extrapolate the results. This usually occurs when we focus on
transition matrices of stochastic process that we may fully observe, perhaps because the process is
stationary or because their evolution law is assumed to be known. In this case we draw iid samples
on these transitions, estimate correctly the matrices and extrapolate results to future values. Vice
versa, if this full observation is unfeasible, we remain with observations that are truncated and
possibly non independent.
Using the Algorithmic Inference approach (Apolloni et al. (2008)), we reverse both truncation
and non independence on the uniform seeds at the root of the process variables, and devise a
dependency generator under our control. Endowed with this tool, we handle the observations of
the entire evolution of the stochastic process as a non-iid sample of a pseudo-random variable
that enables inferences on the process trend. This represents an alternative inference way with
the respect to the more conventional ones which are based, for instance on Ordinary Differential
Equation models or Auto-Generative models.
The paper is structured as follows. After framing our work in the literature in Section 2, in Section
3 we introduce the theoretical aspects, starting with the enunciation of the inference problem;
then, we pass on to the introduction of the Algorithmic Inference statistical framework and the
peculiarities of our non independent sample. Finally, we establish a basic inference algorithm.
In Section 4 we implement it on a case study and recall results that have recently obtained in
some concrete operational problems. We devote the last section to a discussion of the suitability of
our inference method in terms of both numerical comparison with other methods and operational
suitability.

2. Related work
We face two orders of inference instances, namely concerning: truncated samples and correlated
samples. They both singularly constitute an extensively referenced research track per se to which
we contribute by stressing some crucial features.
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Though in some cases used synonymously, what differentiates censored samples from truncated
samples is the knowledge of the sample size (Cohen (1991)). Thus, in a censored sample of size
m we may exploit a shorter number of observations because of a threshold on their values (type
I censoring) or on their number, for instance we observe only the c smallest values (type II censoring). In a truncated sample we have only r observation available and know the mode (type I
or type II, analogously) but we do not know how many data we missed because of truncation,
i.e., their count in proportion to the observed samples is also not observed. While methods of inferring from censored data are well developed, especially in survival analysis (Kleinbaum and
Klein( 2012)) and insurance (Denui et al. (2006)), truncated samples are dealt with mainly in specific cases (Cohen (1991)). Actually, the problem has been faced since 1760 (Bernoulli (1760)),
finding solutions earlier with momentum methods (see, for instance, (Lee (1914))) and subsequently with maximum likelihood methods (see, for instance, (Fisher (1931))). In recent years
the problem has taken the features of a machine learning procedure (Laxman and Ram (2007);
Daskalakis et al. (2018)), possibly either endowed with approximate oracles or affected by some
unfeasibility lemmas (Kontonis et al. (2019)).
Correlated samples are the typical subject of longitudinal data analysis in medical data, with wide
application exactly in epidemiology (Kaslow (1987); Negassa. et al. (2003); Coletti et al. (2003)).
Per se, sample correlation heavily hampers the suitability of the computed statistics. Hence, methods such as mixed effects (McLean et al. (1991)) and generalized estimating equations (Liang and
Zeger (1986)) partition the samples in subsamples that are internally independent and model the
dependence among them via regression models. Despite, we introduce a rather empirical method
to actually process the sample correlation which we will show in the next sections.
In our approach we look directly at an approximate distribution law of a spurious random variable.
The general idea is that, facing a point process Π(t), any cumulative statistic with increasing t
results in increasing values as well. Taking those values at constant intervals, we roughly consider
them as a sorted sequence of a truncated sample of a random variable X, which we manage with
our methods as a special non iid sample. In this way we remain with a unique random variable
as a reward of the many approximations we carried out in a framework that is partly rooted on
probability, partly on fuzziness.

3.

Theoretical bases

From a dry statistical perspective, forecasting is a task of inferring features of a phenomenon that
we observed only partially via a sequence of data along a temporal axis. Assuming the random
nature of the phenomenon, we aim to infer parameters from a set of data that is poorer than a
sample, because is truncated along a time axis and is richer as well because the data embed a
temporal evolution. Our strategy is to virtually dilate the observed time periods and recover the
sample independence by acting at the source of the involved random variables. To this aim, we:
• model algorithmically the random variables in a standard way based on universal seeds, and
• boost the time scales and recover independence in a rather fuzzy way.
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Note 3.1.
By default, capital letters (such as U , X) will denote random variables and small letters (u, x) their
corresponding realizations; the sets which the realizations belong to will be denoted by capital
gothic letters (U, X); finally, bold-faced characters will denote vectorial quantities.

3.1.

Algorithmic inference

With the focus on scalar variables, we adopt a generative approach to random variables, called
Algorithmic Inference (Apolloni et al. (2006)), where each such variable X is explained through a
sampling mechanism where a random seed Z translates into a random variable X via an explaining
function gθ (Z), for proper function g and parameter θ (Apolloni and Bassis (2011)).
Definition 3.1.
Given two random variable Z and X, whose distribution laws are completely known as for both
shape and parameters, a function gθ is an explaining function if, for each set {z1 , . . . , zm } iid
sampled from Z we get a set {x1 , . . . , xm } constituting a iid sample of X. We denote the pair
MX = (Z, gθ ) a sampling mechanism of X.
In the rest of the paper, we will adopt the following sampling mechanism.
Fact 3.1.
For a random variable X with Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) parametrized in θ, denoted
as FXθ , a well known sampling mechanism is the pair M∗X = (U, FeX−1θ ), where U is a [0, 1]-uniform
variable and FeX−1θ is a generalized inverse function of FXΘ . Namely,
FeX−1Θ (u) = min{x|FXθ (x) ≥ u}.

(1)

As it emerges from Figure 1, the above definition reads FeX−1θ (u) = (x|FXθ (x) = u) for X continuous, with an obvious extension for X discrete. M∗X is called the universal sampling mechanism;
its universality is ensured by the probability integral transformation theorem (Rohatgi (1976)).
FX
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Figure 1. The sampling mechanism for continuous (a) and discrete (b) random variables
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A very simple instance of M∗X is represented by the sampling mechanism of a Negative Exponential distribution law, as follows.
Example 3.1.
For X Negative Exponential random variable with parameter λ, the explaining function
− log(1 − u)
,
(2)
λ
describes the dependence of the sample specification x from the random seed u and the parameter
λ.
gλ (u) =

The main feature of the Algorithmic Inference approach is the twisting of the roles of parameters
and random variables pivoted on the explaining functions and their seeds. This is pursued on the
basis of a sample of the random variable and in light of a relevant feature of a sample computed
through a statistic s. It is a sort of reverse engineering where we have available a sample x =
{x1 , . . . , xm }, synthesized through a statistic s that we characterize through the master equation
s = s(x1 , . . . , xm ) = h(θ, z1 , . . . , zm ),

(3)

and wonder which parameter θ could have generated them starting from seeds z = {z1 , . . . , zm }.
Since {x1 , . . . , xm } are fixed and {z1 , . . . , zm } may be any sample from the random seed Z, by inverting (3) on the random variables {Z1 , . . . , Zm } we obtain a probability distribution of Θ playing
he role of a random parameter.
Example 3.2.
P
Continuing Example 3.1, we focus on the statistic s = m
i=1 xi and obtain
X log(1 − ui )
λ̂ = −
,
(4)
s
which, applied to the population {U1 , . . . , Um } denotes Λ to be a random variable following the
distribution Gamma with parameters (s, m), where m is the size of the observed sample.
The general procedure is the following one.
Procedure 3.1.
The general Algorithmic Inference procedure consists of four steps:
(1) Selecting the sampling mechanism. It depends on the random variable we are questioning and
what is known of its distribution law. Besides the universal mechanism (1), other widespread
mechanisms are based on the Standard Normal variable as a seed.
(2) Identifying the relevant statistics. They reflect the properties characterizing the random variable X under question in a way that is exploitable by the third step
(3) Establishing the master equation univocally linking the statistics to the parameters for whatever sample {z1 , . . . , zm } of the seed. This requires that the statistics provide the master equation a solution θ that is always defined and unique, for whatever seed sample.
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(4) Defining the distribution law of Θ.
We define well behaving the statistics that enjoy the mentioned properties (Apolloni and Bassis
(2011)) and recognize that minimal sufficient statistics are an instance of them when they exist (Fisher (1925)).
Reverting the seed mass probabilities from the statistics to the parameters allows us to define the
distribution law of the latter. This is rather straightforward when we work with scalar parameters (Apolloni and Bassis (2011)), whereas requires many cautions, as usual, when we work with
vectorial parameters (Apolloni and Bassis (2018)). Namely, with scalar parameters, if we are able
to solve analytically the master equation on the parameter, like in Example 3.2, then we may deal
with its statistical features by considering it as a function of random variables which we obtain
when we apply the solution to the random seeds gathered by the master equation. In this way we
recognize the distribution of Λ to be a Gamma distribution to be exploited at our glance. For instance, we may use the mean E[Λ] = m/s as a point estimator of λ, like we will do in the next
section.
When analytical solution become complex, if any, we may carry out the fourth step of the Procedure 3.1 by bootstrapping the Θ population (p-bootstrap), i.e., by solving on θ the master equation
on a satisfactory number of instances – denote the solution as a compatible θ , where each instance
is determined by a different set of seeds {z1 , . . . , zm } drawn from Z (from U in the case that we
exploit M∗). Hence, the bootstrap algorithm is the following.
Algorithm 1 Generating parameter populations through p-bootstrap
For a sample x of size m
(1) Identify a well behaving statistic S for the parameter θ of X and its master equation;
(2) Compute a realization s on x;
(3) Repeat for a satisfactory number nrep of iterations:
(a) draw a sample z̆ of size m from the r.v. describing the seed population;
(b) get θ̆ as a solution in θ of the master equation with seeds z̆;
(c) add θ̆ to Θ population.

3.2. Biasing the seed
The observations we will handle in the next sections constitute a spurious sample for two reasons:
(1) they are truncated,
(2) they are sequences of data that are highly correlated.
Since a monotone relation exists between sampled data and their seeds, we may reverse both above
defects on the latter. Truncating a sample to values less than given threshold artificially introduces
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a negative correlation ρ on the consecutive values of the sample (unitary delay autocorrelation).
For instance, the blue line in Figure 2(a) shows the trend of this correlation with the value of the
threshold τ mediated on 1000 samples of size 100 from an Exponential distribution law, whereas
the red line shows its fitting with a polynomial of degree 2. We may loosely frame this correlation
into a general family of correlated samples {u1 , . . . , um } drawn from a sample {u1 , . . . , um } of
independent observation of U with the rule:
(ui−1 /h)r

ui = ui

,

(5)

with r > 0. The green line in Figure 2(a) shows a correlation trend with 1 − r when h = 0.5
that is analogous to the blue line. Red and green curves show the same trend, yet with a different
modulation.
ρ
0.4
ρ
0.01

0.2
0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

τ,(1-50r)

-0.01
0.5

-0.5

-0.02

r

-0.2

-0.03
-0.04

-0.4

-0.05

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Two instances of sample correlation. (a): unitary delay autocorrelation ρ of a truncated sample of U . Blue
line; course of ρ with the truncating threshold τ ; red line; its quadratic fit; green line anlogous ρ course with
1 − 50r, with r as in ( 5). (b) Course of ρ with r obtained from a very large sample of U

In this way, point 1 may be seen as a special case of point 2, and we handle both with a forcedly
dependent seeds generator as follows.
Let us assume the family of samples generated by (5) as a template of both positively (r < 0) and
negatively (r > 0) autocorrelated samples. For a proper r we may obtain any target unitary delay
autocorrelation ρ, see Figure 2(b). What about the empirical distribution for a given ρ? Figure 3
reports two histograms of samples that are positively (ρ = 0.271, r = −0.5) and negatively (ρ =
−0.314, r = 0.5) correlated. With respect to the uniform histogram we expect from a sample
of a uniform distribution, we note biases respectively on the right and on the left which could be
reproduced by sampling from U d for a proper d, respectively greater and less than 1. In other terms,
denoting by ECDF the experimental companion of CDF (i.e., a discrete function that on each item
of a sample x reports its sort index normalized to (1), we may simulate the ECDF of a negatively
or positively correlated samples according to (5) through ECDF of samples drawn from U d . See
Figure 3(c). Let us refer to those sample as virtually correlated sample of U.
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r=-0.5, ρ=0.271
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(c)
Figure 3. Two instances of correlated sample . (a): histogram of a forcedly correlated sample with positive ρ and (b)
with negative ρ. (c) ECDF of 100 forcedly correlated samples with r = 0.5 (blue curves) and 100 virtually
correlated samples with d = 0.6 (green curves)

Now, the independence of seeds involves the independence of random variables generated via the
sampling mechanism as well. Moreover, the monotonic feature of the explaining function g in
Definition 3.1 guarantees that the autocorrelation sign is maintained passing from non independent
seeds to the generated variables. Finally, the sampling mechanism does not distinguish whether the
seeds have been drawn from U or U d when the related ECDF almost coincide, as in Figure 3(c).
As a whole, by sampling from U d we have in our hands a generator of virtually dependent seeds
working like the speed inverter control lever of a boat, as in Figure 4. It is a rather rough device
implementing the general rule
ρ < 0 ↔ r > 0 ↔ d < 1,
ρ > 0 ↔ r < 0 ↔ d > 1,

(6)

and asking for a proper adjustment of its angle during maneuvers, where the main feature is the
monotony of d versus r and hence versus ρ. Let us call d the lever degree. Obviously, the autocorrelation of a sample may be a more articulated function of the target variable distribution law,
whereas (5) refers to a special family of autocorrelations. However, it works relatively well both
with simple random variable models and, on the contrary, with complex models that are endowed
with a relatively large number of free parameters to fit the data.
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d=1
BACK
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r>0
d<1

NEUTRAL

AHEAD
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𝞎> 0
r<0
d>1

AHEAD

Figure 4. The virtual correlation lever. We show only the relation between signs of the involved parameters

We conclude this section with a general fitting algorithm.

3.2.1. The template algorithm
The correlation lever has the effect of transferring the correlation on the seeds of the sampling
mechanism, which in turn remain independent. Hence, it simply modifies the mechanism as follows. While in M∗X = (U, gΘ ) = gΘ (u) is such that
gΘ (u) = x such that FXΘ (x) = u,

(7)

in the new sampling mechanism M̃∗X = (U, g̃Θ,d )
g̃Θ,d (u) = x such that FXΘ (x) = ud .

(8)

The general strategy of the proposed algorithm is to leave unchanged Procedure 3.1, with the sole
full substitution of ui with udi , where d is an external parameter to be optimized by inspection
methods. Hence, the algorithm appears as follows.
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Algorithm 2 Generating parameter replicas θ̃ from non independent samples
For the given sample {x1 , . . . , xm } and well behaving statistic s
• For d ranging in the inspection set
(1) draw the virtual seed ud = {ud1 , . . . , udm }
(2) solve the master equation in θ
s = s(x1 , . . . , xm ) = h(θ, ud1 , . . . , ud1 )

(9)

(3) refine the solution as θ∗
(4) store par(d) = θ∗
(5) compute the loss function L(d)
• get θ̆ = par(d0 = argminL(d))

Refinement and loss computation steps depend on the inference task and on the authors’ preferences.

4. Implementing the correlation lever
In this section we delve into the tuning of the lever actioning with the reference to a rather elementary, yet non trivial, case study rooted on the estimation of the parameter of a homogeneous
Poisson precess on the basis of a non iid sample of the arrival time X. The latter is distributed like
~ of size m, and its prefix x of size c.
in example 3.1. Let’s consider, for a given λ a sorted sample x
It is the case of censored samples where, for instance, we observe the time to failure ti s on a set of
m devices until we cumulate a given number c of failures or a given number h of totally elapsed
hours. If we know the number of devices among which we collect data, things are may be simple, since we may estimate λ as the ratio between the number of observed failures and the totally
elapsed time τ (cumulating both failure times and waiting times), thus approaching unbiasedness
conditions. Things become difficult if the sole observed ti s are available, i.e., we do not know how
many devices under test survived at the end of the experiment.

4.1. Boosting time scales
With reference to Figure 5, we are left with the empirical distribution on the left and we must
re-position it in the right picture, though ignoring the rest of the sample that has been moved from
~ to get x, hence, being disabled to get a usual estimator of λ.
x
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. ECDFs from a truncated (red line) and original (blue line) sample from a Negative Exponential distribution
law. Red line on the right side is a proper rescaling of the one on the left side

To recover this drawback we recall that truncation determines a negative unitary-delayautocorrelation on the seeds {u1 , . . . , uc } and on {x1 , . . . , xc } as well, because of the monotonicity
of the explaining function (2). Hence we decide to implement Algorithm 2 with d ranging over
values < 1. Moreover, given the relative simplicity of the master equation, we decide to point
straightforward to its analytical solution as in Example 3.2 to derive the distribution law of Λ and
P
to use λ̃ = m/s = 1/x̄ as its point estimator (with x̄ = 1/m m
i=1 xi , per usual). From a more direct perspective, the goal is to recover the lack of the remaining items {uc+1 , . . . , um }(of the seed
underlying the non truncated X sample) by reducing the steep of the actual ECDF (red curve in
Figure 5(a)), let’s call it SCDF, so to make it collapse on the one of the non-truncated data, as in
Figure 5(b). To this aim we use the same exponentiation tool we employed to virtually generate
correlation. Namely, we raise these U to a d less than 1 as a countermaneuver. This projects the
virtual seeds ahead and the corresponding xi to values x̃i possibly beyond the truncation threshold,
like an imaginary time machine according to the loop in Algorithm 3, where M ean[] denotes the
sample mean of its argument (see the scheme in Figure 6 (a) as a sketch of this basic mechanism).

𝑢 𝐹%

𝑢'

𝑥" 𝑥#"

1

(a)

𝑥
(b)

Figure 6. Two basic mechanisms to overcome sample truncation. (a): the ahead projection of xi thanks to the ud exponentiation in the sampling mechanism. (b): distances between CDF on λ̃ and normalized ECDF evaluated on
a subsample of x
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Algorithm 3 Exploiting the virtual correlation on the truncated sample inference procedure
For x = {x1 , . . . , xc } being a truncated sample of X Negatively Exponentially distributed with
unknown λ
• For d spanning in its domain
(1) For a fixed d until iteration ν reaches max_iteration
(a) with the current estimate λ̃ and x ECDF ordinates = {k/(c + 1) for k ∈ Range(c)},
map x ECDF on x̃ ECDF of , i.e. apply the explaining function (2) with λ = λ̃ on the
points (k/(c + 1))d , getting a new virtual sample x̃ of CDF.
(b) update λ̃ as 1/M ean[x̃]
(c) update the loss function L
(d) go to step 1.
(2) select ν that minimizes L
• Select d such that the pair(d, ν(d)) minimizes L
• Store the corresponding λ̃ as λ∗

The main features of the internal loop are:
• It does not depend on the original x apart from its size c and the initialization of λ as
1/M ean[x]
• The convergence of the loop is not guaranteed. We foster the convergence by updating λ
through an exponential smoothing (new_λ = α old_λ + (1 − α)new_λ), for a proper α.
By this loop we are left with two free parameters: the choice of d and the end-of-loop ν on a
given d. In the case study of Figure 7 we manage them just by inspection. Namely, we give both
a sufficiently large set of values and we look for the best pair according to the loss function L
\ computed on the estimated λ̃ and the
represented by the mean square distance between the CDF
rescaled ECDF of x (hence the SCDF), where rescaling equalizes the ordinates of the two curves
on M ax[x] (see in Figure 6 (b) a sample of these distances). L rescales inversely on the value
of this ordinate as well, to take into account the overall size of the fitting problem. In this way,
we substantially shift the fixed point search of the inner loop from the x−axis to the y−axis of
Figure 7 and select d accordingly. This figure shows an excerpt of the procedure that has been
implemented 10 times, hence on 10 different samples, for various λs and truncation thresholds
that we apply directly to ui . Blue lines in the pictures denote a good convergence of the incrementally rescaled ECDF to the analytical counterpart and higher proximity to the original distribution
(red lines) than the original ECDFs. However, they denote a biased drift from the red lines. This
is due to the fact that, in search of a suitable d we moved from the original inference problem on
x to a dummy companion on x̃. Hence, to come back to the original framework, in Algorithm 4
we resample X variable: (1) on the basis of the seed represented by the CDF of the original (truncated) sample, (2) using the parameter λ∗ generated by the Algorithm 3, and (3) raised to the
corresponding degree d. The final estimate is taken from this sample.
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Algorithm 4 Recovering the original distribution
Continuing Algorithm 3,
(1) resample x as
x̆ = {−Log[1 − (1 − Exp[−xi λ∗ ])l(d) ))), (1 = 1, . . . , c)}

(10)

(2) take the λ̆ estimate as the inverse of the mean of x̆.

Actually, this recovering of the sampled points does not remove the bias of the λ estimate λ̂ =
1/x̄. We tried to remove this latter drawback in a totally empirical way by acting again on the U
exponentiation, i.e., by replacing d with l(d) = ((0.5d)/(1 − 1.25(1.4 − 1/d))) in (8), so getting
the expression of x̆ in step 1 of Algorithm 4.
Focusing on the central magnified picture (but the notation is the same for all pictures), for each
sample x the blue fret line represents the original sample SCDF. The brown line shows the CDF of
P
the exponential distribution with λ = c/( ci=1 xi ). The blue continuous line is the analogous one,
but with λ deriving from Algorithm 3. The further steps of Algorithm 4 lead to the green curve that
is more close to the red curve representing the original Exponential distribution. Dashed lines and
dot lines are the median curves among blue and green curves obtained on 10 samples, respectively.
In particular, the dotted line goes very close to the red line, thus denoting a good reconstruction
in median of the original curve in a wide span of the operational parameters. We read them on
the label of the single graphs, reporting in sequence: the truncation threshold on ui times 100, the
original λ, the optimal 1/d, and the median reconstructed 1/λ as in Algorithm 4. As a final detail,
someones of the green lines in the magnified central picture are hidden by brown lines.

4.2. Managing correlation of the sampled data
We may employ the rule (6) to face correlated samples. We mention again that we adopt a rudimentary strategy that commits to the power of the Uniform variable the role of implementing a virtual
dependence in a sample. For instance, in Figure 8 we generated samples of non independent specifications of the Negative Exponential variable X with λ = 5 by applying the sampling mechanism
(2) to a non independent sample of U obtained through (5), respectively with r ∈ {−0.5, 0, 0.5}
on the first three lines of the figure. In this way we get a correlation between consecutive pairs
ranging between 0, 3 and −0.3. In addition, we variously truncated Ui in (5) and obtain the analogous pictures in Figure 7. The graphs confirm the better proximity to the original λ of the estimates
deriving from Algorithm 4 than the simple λ̂ = 1/x̄. Rather, dotted lines denote a shift from red
lines that is positive with r positive (hence ρ negative) and negative vice versa, so showing the
limits of the empirical adjustment l(d).
As a further detail, we note a more spread picture in correspondence to threshold 1 and r = 0,
hence full sample and no correlation, than in Figure 7. This depends on the fact that in Figure 8
the degree d may range from values less than 1 to values greater than 1. A more exhaustive cadre
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Figure 7. ReconstructionPof Exponential distribution from truncated samples. Blue fret line → original sample ECDF; brown line → the CDF of the exponential distribution
c
with λ = c/( i=1
xi ); blue continuous lines → the analogous one, but with λ deriving from Algorithm 3; green lines →reconstructed distribution through
l(d); dashed lines and dot lines→ the median curves among blue and green curves respectively
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may be obtained in the magnified picture in the last line of the figure, where we simply work with
a larger set of samples.

4.3. Moving to real applications.
While this paper is devoted to discuss the basilar tools of the propoed approach, we considered
more complex instances of point processes in (Apolloni et al. (2011)) and (Apolloni (2021)).
Namely

• In the former we considered the scenario of agents moving in a given area which exchange
messages by direct contact (i.e., when the distance of a pair of them is less than a threshold). The target was the identification of the distribution law of the inter-contact times and the
estimation of its parameters.
• In the latter we considered the regional diffusion of the pandemic COVID-19 with analogous
target about prevalence distribution law and related parameters, where the prevalence represents the cumulated number of infected individuals from the start of the epidemic up to a given
day.

Both share the feature of referring to a two-phase point process, where to a first phase of totally
random point movements, framed by a Brownian motion, a phase of more intentional movements
follows, where intentionality is due to the communication strategy in the first scenario and is induced by epidemic containment measures in the second one, both copying with Pareto distributions
of the main variables. As a result, we collapse the non homogeneous point processes into the target
random variables following a shifted-Pareto distribution law as follows:
FX (x) = 1 −

b+1
I[0,∞) (x),
b + (x/c + 1)a

(11)

with a, c > 0 and b ≥ 0, where X represents the inter-contact time in the first scenario and
the prevalence in the second one. Inter-contact time observations are not independent, given the
locality of the encounter phenomena, prevalences are longitudinal data, hence, the estimation of
parameters a, b and c is rooted on a stretching U d of the random seeds, with d managed as a free
parameter per usual.
Note that while prevalences are necessarily in a grow order along the observation time, intercontact time coincides with the arrival time of a point process which renews at each arrival; what
changes is the underlying transition matrix, since the process is inhomogeneous (a fact that is
explained in terms of attentive status of the interacting agents). Also pandemic is modeled by an
inhomogeneous process in the analysis of the COVID-19 epidemic; as mentioned before, this is
attributed to the contagious containment measures.
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5. Discussion
This paper faces the task of forecasting the evolution of a point process in rather so hostile as
usual conditions where the available observations constitute a truncated sample of non independent
variables. To this aim we built a trail passing through the problem of managing both truncated and
autocorrelated examples as a premise to synthesize the evolution of the process through a pseudorandom variable, where the latter marginalizes the time dependences in a way that is in between
probability and fuzziness. We routed this trail on the features of the random seeds underlying the
observations, which we handle within an unprecedented approach that presents some benefits.
To contrast our results with those in the literature, we observe that, regarding the solution of the
case study in Section 4.1, the same problem of reconstructing a negative Exponential distribution
from a truncated sample has since the 1950s found an optimal solution based on the Maximum
Likelihood estimator (Deemer and Votaw (1955)). The results in Table 1 show that our method
based on virtually correlated samples (VCS), while substantially equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimator (ML) of 1/λ in median, denotes a definitely smaller standard deviation of the
estimators. The comparison between medians has to be considered in the light of the column CK
which reports the rate of samples which satisfy the condition x̄ < 12 ts which enables finite ML
estimates (Deemer and Votaw (1955)). Actually, we establish truncation thresholds th on the seed
ui underlying xi . Thanks to the monotonicity of the explaining function, th translates into a threshold ts directly on xi . If the above condition on x̄ is violated, the likelihood of the sample finds an
analytical maximum in λ = 0, while solutions provided by numerical methods lead to high values
of ML estimates of 1/λ. This proves dummy beneficial in the instance th = 0.6 and 1/λ = 0.5 where
violations are 2 out of 40, but disastrous as well with th = 1 and 1/λ = 0.5 where they are almost
one half.
Table 1. Contrasting the 1/λ estimates taken with our method (VCS) and with Maximum Likelihood (ML). The statistics
have been computed on 40 replicas of the experiment in each cell. CK is the frequency with which the condition
for ML finite solution is satisfied

median
stdeviation
median
stdeviation
median
stdeviation

th×100
60

1/λ
0.5

80

0.5

100

0.5

VCS
0.4033
0.1478
0.4699
0.1462
0.5092
0.0649

ML
0.5170
0.9304
0.4899
1.762
101.6
1.8259

19
20

th×100
60

1/λ
0.05

1

80

0.05

21
40

100

0.05

CK

VCS
0.04082
0.01293
0.04816
0.01423
0.0509
0.0062

ML
0.04495
0.08515
0.04920
0.1819
0.0498
0.5936

CK
1
1
1

As mentioned earlier, while in this paper we focus on the statistical relevance of proposed tools,
we recently implemented them on data coming from the processes recalled in Section 4.3. As
shown in the referenced papers, the estimators taken with our approach prevail over those of the
competitors, which are mainly represented by variants of Pareto, Weibull and LogNormal models
(see Table III in (Apolloni et al. (2011)) and Table 5 in (Apolloni (2021))). As a reward of the many
approximations we operated to obtain the distributions of the spurious random variable we devised,
we may list, among other, local forecasts of the end of pandemic routed on the 0.999 quantile of
the prevalences and expiring-time setting for contact wait in an ad-hoc network, analogously.
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As for computational efficiency, our tools are based on the iterated inversion of master equation
(3) inside the optimization loop sketched in Algorithm 3. As for inversion, while trivial in the case
study, it was a crucial point in the concrete applications, actually depending on the optimization
libraries available in the various developing framework. For instance, numerical optimization in
Mathematica runs definitely better than he one in Python. By converse, we decided to implement
the external optimization loop by sequential exploration of the domain, since no convergence of
iterative algorithms is normally guaranteed. Rather, the mutual adaptation of the the theoretical
and experimental curves we want to bring closer and the rough mechanism of the correlation lever
determine irregular wanders toward the optimum.

6. Conclusion
This paper focused on the exploitation of non iid samples to infer trends of inhomogeneous point
processes in a rather unconventional and approximate way.
To this aim, we stress a somehow genetic approach to tackle these samples. Rather than expressly
the observed values, we address their seeds, where the correlation lever works as a universal tool
to move from original data to iid clones.
On the one hand, the numerical results, obtained with no heavy computational load (in the order of
a dozen of minutes for the study case campaign and half an hour each for the campaigns underlying
the mentioned numerical tables), pave the way for a wide spectrum application of the method. On
the other hand, the experiments highlight the great relevance of the efficiency of the optimization
methods in achieving good results, like the batteries in the modern electrical-cars.
The tools we assessed are clearly rough, but we expect that more sophisticated expedients may
improve their efficacy.
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